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RECURRENCE AND ALMOST PERIODICITY IN
A GENERATIVE TRANSFORMATION GROUP
FRED A. ROBERSON
Abstract.
A point p in a transformation group (X, T, Tí) is
recurrent if for every neighborhood U of p there is an extensive set
E<=T such that pE<^ U. The point p is almost periodic if there is a
syndetic set A^T such that pA<^U. This paper proves that a recurrent point in a locally compact, generative transformation group
with an equicontinuous neighborhood must also be almost
periodic.

The purpose of this paper is to prove that, under certain conditions, a
recurrent point must also be almost periodic. The definitions are as in the
book [1]. All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff.
Theorem.
Let (X, T, FT) be a transformation group, where X is a
locally compact uniform space and T is generative and equicontinuous in a
neighborhood of a point p. If p is recurrent then p is almost periodic.

The proof of the theorem will make use of the following remarks, which
are known for the most part.
Remark 1. £ is topologically isomorphic to CxP x Rm, where 7 is the
integers with the discrete topology, £ is the reals with the usual topology
and C is a compact abelian group.
Remark 2. If £ is an extensive subset of £, then for any specified coordinates in the representation CxIlxRm
a sequence on £ can be found
which increases without bound in these coordinates and decreases without
bound in the others.
Proof.
This follows directly from the definition of extensive.
Remark 3. A subset A of T is syndetic if and only if there exists a
compact subset K of £ such that tKC\Aj£0 for every t in T.
Proof of the Theorem. Let U be an open neighborhood of p and let
A = {t\teT, pteU}. Then A is extensive and we wish to show that A is
syndetic. Suppose that this is not the case.
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Let U* be an open neighborhood ofp such that £is equicontinuous on
U*. Let y be an index of the uniformity ^ of X such that cl(/?y)c UC\U*
and c\(py) is compact. Let a be an index of X such that pa.2 <^py, c\(pa.) is
compact, cl(/ja)ac UC\U*.

Let !F={r|re£,/>re/>a}.

Then pWc.c\(pW)^d(p*)c

U and

ÍF is

extensive but not syndetic. For W<^A and if IF were syndetic, A would be
syndetic, which is not the case.
Remark 4. If Kin=Cx [0, 2n]x ■• ■x [0, In] then there exists a t in
£ such that tK2nn 1F= 0.
Proof.
This is the negation of Remark 3 for the compact set K2n.
Remark 5. There exists a t' in £ such that int(r'£2„)rW=0
and
Fr(t'K2n)nW¿¿0.
Proof.
This is accomplished by a translation of the set tK2n obtained

from Remark 4.
Remark 6. There is a box £^=Cx7"x-

• -xIZ+i where 7" = [0,«]

or [—n, 0],andansJn
W,such that int(snK'n)r\ffî=
and s„ appears at one corner of the box snKn.

0, Fr(snK'n)rlW^0

Proof.
This follows from Remark 5 by picking sneFr(t'K2n)r\W and
taking a subbox of t'K2n whose sides are of length n.
The purpose of the last three remarks is to establish that there are
boxes in T=CxFxRm
of arbitrarily long sides with an element of W in
one corner and no elements of Win the interior of the boxes. We will now
establish the contradiction. The boxes above are constructed in such a way
that we can distinguish one corner from the other. Hence we can classify
each box by which corner the element of W appears. Since there are only
2m+l corners there must be one corner in which the element of W appears
for an infinite number of the boxes. We can assume without loss of
generality that there are an infinite number of boxes skK'kwhere Kk=Cx
[0, k] x • ■■x [0, k] and skeW. Since skeW, psk is in cl(pa) and therefore
has a limit pointy. Since c\(po.) is compact there exists a subnet {Nm\meD}
of {psk} such that {Nm\meD}^>-q. Let ß be an index of X such that
ßoßoßcz ce.and, since q is an equicontinuous point, there is a neighborhood
F ofq such that x in F implies (xt,qt)eß for all / in £. Now there is an« in
D such that pskm is in F for all m^pi. From Remark 2 there is an r in £
such that p(skn+r) is inpß and every coordinate of r is positive. Hence
(P>P(skm + r)) = (P, p(s*n + r)) o (p(skn + r), qr) ° (qr,p(skm
eßoßoß

c

+ r))

K,

so that sk +reW for all m^.n. But if we choose an m^.n such that km
is strictly larger than the maximum coordinate of r then skm+r also belongs
to int(skmKkJ, which is a contradiction. Fherefore ÏFis syndetic and/7 is an
almost periodic point.
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